
Strengthening Smart Urban Mass Rapid Transit and Climate Change Resilience 
in the National Capital Region (TRTA IND 49106-005) 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR CONSULTANTS 
 

A. Background 
 
1. Covering over 58,000 square kilometers (km), the National Capital Region (NCR) is a 
coordinated planning region centered around India’s capital city, Delhi. The region encompasses 
the entire city of Delhi and several districts surrounding it from the states of Haryana, Uttar 
Pradesh and Rajasthan. Delhi, as the center of the urban agglomeration in the NCR, sees more 
than one million vehicles cross its borders per day. Despite measures such as increasing the 
length of the road network and road surface space through widening, construction of flyovers or 
grade separators, and launching of the metro, the traffic congestion has continued to increase 
unabated at a rate of 7% per year. About 537 cars and 1,158 two-wheelers are added every day 
on the roads. This is exacerbated by cars entering Delhi daily from other cities of the NCR and 
their number is more than the total cars registered in the city.1 Moreover, roads already occupy 
approximately 21% of the total area of the city, which clearly limits the potential for increase in 
road space. The traffic congestion issues have inevitable consequences in terms of accidents. In 
2017, Delhi recorded 6,673 accidents—1,565 of which resulted in death, the highest among one 
million-plus cities in India.2 In addition, the NCR is the fastest growing urban agglomeration in 
India with a population that exceeded 46 million in 2011 and is projected to reach 64 million by 
2021. Extreme congestion and lack of space for development have led to skyrocketing property 
prices and forced the poor and middle-income residents out of central Delhi. These have also 
brought about some of the worst air pollution levels in the world.3 Without additional transport 
capacity and access to major employment centers, education and affordable housing, the quality 
of life in the NCR will continue to deteriorate.  
 
2. The district of Meerut, about 77 km northeast of central Delhi, with a population of over 
3.5 million, is one of the largest suburban centers in the NCR. It is connected to central Delhi by 
the existing Northern Railway. However, there are only eight services of passenger trains which 
commuters can use but these trains suffer from considerable delays; the estimated travel time 
from Meerut to Delhi by rail is over 2 hours but the actual time taken may be far more since the 
line is extremely congested and operating at over 170% of design capacity. There have been 
virtually no major investments targeted to enhance the rail infrastructure capacity between Delhi 
and Meerut. National and state highways connecting Meerut to Delhi are congested and slow. 
Travel by road takes between 3 and 4 hours each way. Transport challenges in the NCR constrain 
economic growth and limit the development of the region. 
 
3. The existing transport system within the region is inadequate to meet passenger transport 
needs. There is urgent need to enhance the regional transport system and encourage people to 
stop migrating to Delhi by offering them the alternative of settling in surrounding cities and being 
able to commute to Delhi through a fast public transport system. Expansion of regional transport 
networks can have many positive impacts on women’s and men’s lives. However, inequitable 
distribution of benefits from improved transport exacerbates gender and income disparities. 
Transport planning in India does not routinely address gender issues and sex-disaggregated data 
is limited as is gender and transport expertise. Safe, fast, environmentally sustainable and 
universally accessible transport infrastructure is urgently needed to improve livability of the NCR.  
 

                                                
1  1A. Roychowdhury. 2017. Congestion on Delhi roads has worsened – says new analysis by CSE of latest Google 

map data. Center for Science and Environment, 10 July. 
2  Government of India, Ministry of Road Transport and Highways. 2018. Road Accidents in India—2017. New Delhi. 

One million-plus cities are cities with populations of one million and above. 
3  World Health Organization. Global Ambient Air Quality Database (accessed 4 September 2019). 
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4. The Functional Plan on Transport for the NCR (2013), prepared by the NCR Planning 
Board, recommended an integrated multimodal transportation system for the NCR to improve the 
mobility of people and goods, and thereby promote the sustainable development of urban 
transport to curb pollution, congestion and vehicular growth. One of the transport mobility options 
proposed by the plan is the regional rapid transit system (RRTS), which will have eight corridors 
connecting Delhi with its suburbs. Three priority RRTS lines that are currently under preparation 
will connect Delhi with adjacent urban conglomerations of Ghaziabad–Meerut (Uttar Pradesh), 
Gurugram–Alwar (Haryana and Rajasthan) and Sonipat–Panipat (Haryana). The RRTS network 
would offer safe and world-class commuter transit services, expected to reduce commuter journey 
times in the region with high speed (160 km per hour) and high frequency (5 to 10 minutes) 
operations. All the three corridors, constituting about 380 km of rail network, will originate at the 
RRTS station to be constructed at Sarai Kale Khan in Delhi. 
 
5. In July 2018, the Government of India has requested ADB for financial assistance of about 
$2 billion for the construction of the Delhi-Meerut RRTS. In September 2019, the Government 
requested ADB to support the implementing agency of the project, National Capital Region 
Transport Corporation (NCRTC), with a $2.9 million transaction technical assistance (TRTA), for 
introducing innovative solutions for ensuring climate change resilience and sustainability of the 
ensuing project and its project preparation process. The TRTA is a subproject of the cluster 
technical assistance (C-TA) 0019–IND: Strengthening  Climate Change Resilience in Urban 
India.4  
 
B. TA Description and Objective  
 
6. The TRTA is intended to provide targeted assistance for ensuring climate change 
resilience and universal accessibility through enhanced multimodal integration of the ensuing 
project, suitable for the context of the RRTS which is envisioned to be a new type of urban 
transport in India. For this purpose, the TRTA will review the existing transit-oriented urban 
planning approaches of the NCRTC and, where feasible, propose pilot studies for selected station 
areas or towns.  It will also assist the NCRTC in introducing the use of advanced technologies for 
infrastructure design and construction management process management, specifically, building 
information modelling (BIM) and dedicated mapping survey technologies. 
 
7. The Delhi–Meerut corridor is the most advanced among the three lines in terms of 
preparation, and therefore, expertise and good practices acquired through its implementation are 
expected to be shared across the RRTS network. Therefore, the TRTA could potentially have a 
large demonstration effect for the NCR in terms of spreading innovations in the overall project 
management lifecycle and enhancing climate change resilience for urban mass rapid transit 
projects.  
 
C. Implementation Arrangements 
 
8. ADB will administer the TRTA, including selection, supervision and evaluation of 
consultant teams. The executing agency of the TRTA is the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs 
(MOHUA). The consultants will be attached to the NCRTC, and expected to work under its direct 
guidance, in addition to that of ADB. Office space for consultants will be provided in the NCRTC 
headquarters building in Delhi on a necessary basis. The NCRTC will also assist the consultants 
in accessing data, records and other information required to perform the assigned tasks and 
assign counterpart staff on a necessary basis.  

                                                
4 Fund source: Urban Climate Change Resilient Trust Fund (UCCRTF) administered by ADB. 
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9. The consultants shall work side by side with the consultants recruited under the TA 9626–
IND: Preparing the Delhi–Meerut Regional Rapid Transit System Project to the extent applicable. 
They shall also ensure close coordination with other consultants, contractors, and other project 
participants hired by NCRTC.   
 
10. The consultants will be engaged for a period of up to 24 months to fulfill the TOR. The 
engagement will require 59.5 person-months of consulting services (48.3 international and 11.0 
national).5 The quality- and cost-based selection method (QCBS) will be used, with a standard 
quality–cost ratio of 90:10 considering the highly technical and specialized expertise required for 
performing the assigned tasks. All consultants will be recruited in accordance with ADB’s 
Guidelines on the Use of Consultants (2013, as amended from time to time).  
 
D. Consultant Team and Tasks 
 
11. The TRTA will have three major outputs with specific key activities as outlined below. A 
combination of consultant firms and individual consultants will be sought for recruitment for each 
of the three outputs for efficiency and sourcing the best available expertise.  
 
12. Output 1: Solutions for improved climate change resilience and environmental 
sustainability for the  RRTS developed. The key activities will be to: 
 

(i) review the climate risk and vulnerability assessment report and understand major 
climate change risks and vulnerability of the project; 

(ii) review the existing engineering design of the project; 
(iii) propose technologies and institutional solutions for enhancing climate change 

resilience and environmental sustainability of the RRTS infrastructure, examples 
of which can include smart energy and/or water use control technologies; 
renewable energy sources; reduced wastes; maximization of natural lightening 
systems etc.;  

(iv) develop detailed engineering and/or functional requirements for the above 
technologies and/or facilities;  

(v) assist the NCRTC in incorporating the above requirements to the existing design 
of the project; 

(vi) organize an overseas exposure visit for learning best practices on climate change-
resilient design of urban transport infrastructure; and 

(vii) develop a tool for the financial evaluation of climate change mitigation and 
adaptation investments.  

 
13. Output 2: Urban transport gender mainstreaming and universal accessibility 
standards in dense urban context of the NCR formulated for safety, affordability and 
connectivity. The key activities will be to: 

 
(i) conduct stocktaking of existing policies, standards, guidelines and practices 

related to gender mainstreaming, universal accessibility, safety, connectivity to 
urban transport in the NCR;  

(ii) study various policies, standards, guidelines and practices related to universal 
accessibility in India and globally;  

                                                
5 Numbers may not sum precisely because of rounding. 
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(iii) review the factors that can affect required universal accessibility features, functions 
and/or facilities of the project such as fares, last mile connectivity, multimodal 
integration, station design, predicted passenger flow, etc.;  

(iv) conduct stocktaking of existing policies, standards, and practices aimed at 
enhancing affordability of urban mass transit in the NCR; 

(v) review policies, standards, guidelines, projects, and good practices aimed at 
enhancing affordability of urban mass transit in India and globally; 

(vi) review the existing transit-oriented development proposals and plans of the project 
and identify areas to be improved for enhanced benefits for elderly, women, 
children and  the differently abled;  

(vii) conduct a sex-segregated baseline travel survey on the Delhi-Meerut corridor of 
the RRTS;  

(viii) conduct focus group discussions with women and the differently-abled in the 
project site on measures for increasing safety and last mile connectivity of the 
RRTS infrastructure;  

(ix) conduct focus group discussions with marginalized groups in the project site on 
measures for enhancing affordability of the RRTS;  

(x) analyze feasibility and effectiveness of targeted subsidies as a tool to increase 
affordability of the RRTS to the marginalized groups in the project site;  

(xi) assess the adequateness of the features, functions and/or facilities in the current 
design for providing safety, last mile connectivity, universal accessibility and 
gender balance in the RRTS services based on the stocktaking, surveys, and the 
consultations, and identify areas of modifications and/or adjustments to meet the 
assessed needs, such as public address systems, passenger information display 
systems (PIDS), gender featured signages, lifts and/or toilet facilities, escalators, 
handrails, slopes, design of automated fare collection system (AFCS) and 
passenger gates, dedicated space for wheelchaired passengers in rolling stock, 
etc., and identify areas requiring modifications and/or enhancement; 

(xii) propose appropriate good practices in India and other countries to further augment 
safety, universal accessibility, last mile connectivity and encourage gender 
balance in the RRTS services; 

(xiii) develop engineering design and/or functional requirements for the above 
modifications and/or adjustments in the design to meet the assessed needs for 
safety, universal accessibility, last mile connectivity, and gender balance;  

(xiv) assist consultants and/or contractors hired by NCRTC in incorporating  design 
and/or functional requirements for the modifications and/or adjustments in the 
design to meet the assessed needs for safety, universal accessibility, last mile 
connectivity and gender balance; 

(xv) propose and agree on maximum of three stations for pilot studies with NCRTC  
and formulate transit-oriented approaches with focus on improving benefits for 
elderly, women, children and the differently-abled through enhanced multimodal 
connectivity; 

(xvi) organize an overseas exposure visit for learning best practices of universal 
accessibility for urban transport; 

(xvii) develop a master plan for mainstreaming gender and universal access in urban 
transport in India—planning, design, operations and maintenance of urban mass 
transport services, last mile connectivity, transit-oriented development, 
employment and governance frameworks; 

(xviii) organize a conference on global good practices of mainstreaming gender and 
universal accessibility initiatives in urban mass transit, to inform the design of 
ensuing projects with practical recommendations; 
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(xix) organize a workshop for NCRTC officials on good practice of universal accessibility 
initiatives in urban mass transit;  

(xx) develop awareness training manuals for promoting safety, universal accessibility 
and gender balance for station operation staff members of the RRTS; and  

(xxi) recommend to NCRTC tools for mainstreaming gender and universal access by 
enhancing safety, affordability, accessibility and encouraging employment.  

 
14. Output 3: Platform for efficient and sustainable project design, implementation and 
management using smart technologies established in NCRTC. The key activities will be to: 

 
(i) review the relevant project preparation documents such as the detailed project 

reports, design reports, etc. and identify where smart technologies including BIM 
can be utilized for the project;  

(ii) discuss with the NCRTC and gain understanding of the current status of adoption 
of BIM and other smart technologies;  

(iii) discuss and agree with the NCRTC on the scope and use of BIM and other smart 
technologies for the project such as specific components and/or stages of the 
project lifecycle;  

(iv) review the existing BIM implementation proposal for the project and make 
necessary modifications and refinements. The scope of the review should include, 
but not be limited to, the following: BIM deliverables, BIM modeling collaboration 
procedures, standards or formats; software; roles and responsibilities of key 
stakeholders; required data and/or information; and needs for additional surveys, 
etc.;   

(v) review the existing contracts with project participants such as contractors and 
consultants, and make necessary modifications to those contracts for adoption of 
BIM by them. Also, assist the NCRTC in incorporating BIM-related requirements in 
bidding and contractual documents for future procurement; 

(vi) assist the consultants and/or contractors hired by the NCRTC in developing BIM 
implementation and execution plans for their contracts;  

(vii) organize at least one workshop on training for BIM adoption for the NCRTC 
officials, the project’s consultants and contractors;  

(viii) examine the scope of a continuously operating reference stations (CORS) network 
to be established by a consultant hired by the NCRTC. Determine the extent to 
which data available through the above CORS network can be utilized for the 
project; 

(ix) propose additional geographic information system (GIS) surveys required to 
augment the data available through the above CORS network;  

(x) assist the NCRTC in conducting the above surveys using applicable smart 
technologies;   

(xi) assist the NCRTC in integrating data and information obtained through the above 
CORS network into the existing project documents and platform;  

(xii) study the existing passenger-interfacing mobile applications and/or tools used for 
metros in the country and analyze the basic features and/or functions required for 
a similar application and/or tool for the RRTS; 

(xiii) discuss and agree with the NCRTC the required features and/or functions for a 
passenger-interfacing mobile application and/or tool for the RRTS. Emphasis 
should be placed on provision of information for intermodal transfer, last-mile 
connectivity, and universal accessibility facilities; 

(xiv) define the technical requirements for developing the mobile application and/or tool; 
and  
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(xv) assist the NCRTC in procurement of a contractor for developing, supplying and 
installing the mobile application and/or tool. 

 
15. An indicative list of consultants and required inputs for respective major outputs are 
summarized below.  
 

Table 1: Summary of Consulting Services Requirement 

Position 
Person-
months 

Output 1:  5.0 

Individual  
1. Team leader/railway civil engineering expert (International) 1.0 
2. Urban climate change expert (International) 2.5 
3. Clean energy expert (International) 1.5 

Output 2:  14.6 

Firm  
1. Team leader/Urban transport accessibility expert (International) 4.5 
2. Gender analysis expert (International) 2.0 
Individual  
3. Social development expert (poverty and vulnerability) (International) 3.0 
4. Gender analysis expert (National) 3.3 
5. Community engagement and development expert (National) 1.8 

Output 3:  39.9 

Firm  
1. BIM modeler (civil work) (International) 1.8 
2. BIM modeler (architecture) (International) 3.8 
3. BIM modeler (electrical & mechanical systems)  1.8 
Individual  
4. Team Leader/BIM design manager (International) 8.5 
5. BIM coordinator (International) 12.0 
6. GIS expert (International) 6.0 
7. IT expert (national) 6.0 

BIM = building information modelling, GIS = geographic information system. 
Note: Numbers may not sum precisely because of rounding. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
16. The indicative list of consultants and the tasks of each expert will include, but not be limited 
to, the following: 

 
17. Output 1: Solutions for improved climate change resilience and environmental 
sustainability for the RRTS developed. (5.0 international person-months). 

 
18. Team leader/railway civil engineering expert (International, 1.0 person-months). The 
expert shall (i) ensure quality control of the overall activities as team leader. S/he shall also (ii) 
review the existing engineering design of the project; (iii) propose technical and institutional 
solutions for enhancing climate change resilience and environmental sustainability of the RRTS, 
(iv) develop engineering design and/or functional requirements for the above technologies and/or 
facilities, (v) assist consultants and/or contractors hired by the NCRTC in incorporating the above 
requirements to the existing engineering design of the project, (vi) organize an overseas exposure 
visit, and (vii) prepare the reports as specified in Table 3. 
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19. Urban climate change expert (International, 2.5 person-months). The expert shall (i) 
review the climate risk and vulnerability assessment report and inform the team leader/railway 
civil engineering expert of major climate change risks and vulnerability of the project, (ii) assist in 
proposing technological and institutional solutions for enhancing climate change resilience and 
environmental sustainability of the RRTS, (iii) assist the team leader/railway civil engineering in 
organizing an overseas exposure visit, (iv) develop a tool to financially evaluate climate change 
mitigation and adaptation investments, and (x) provide necessary inputs to the team 
leader/railway civil engineering expert for preparing the required reports.  

 
20. Clean energy expert (International, 1.5 person-months). The expert shall (i) assist the 
team leader/railway civil engineering expert in reviewing the existing engineering design of the 
project, (ii) consider applicable international best practices in clean energy technologies for urban 
transport architecture, (iii) propose technological and institutional solutions for enhancing climate 
change resilience and environmental sustainability of the RRTS, (iv) develop engineering design 
and/or functional requirements for the above technologies and/or facilities, (v) assist consultants 
and/or contractors hired by the NCRTC in incorporating the above requirements to the existing 
engineering design of the project, (vi) assist the team leader/railway civil engineering expert in 
organizing an overseas exposure visit,  and (vii) provide necessary inputs to the team 
leader/railway civil engineering expert for preparing the required reports. 

 
21. Output 2: Urban transport gender main streaming and universal accessibility 
standards in dense urban context of the NCR formulated for safety, affordability and 
connectivity. (9.5 international and 5.1 national person-months).  
 
22. Team leader/urban transport accessibility expert (International, 4.5 person-
months). The expert shall (i) provide the overall guidance and supervision of the consulting 
services as team leader. (ii) review the applicable policies, standards, guidelines and practices 
related to provision of universal accessibility to urban transport in the NCR, (iii) review the factors 
that can affect the accessibility of the project such as demand forecast, multimodal connectivity, 
station design, predicted passenger flow, aggregated passenger profile of each station, etc., (iv) 
review the existing transit-oriented development plans of the project and identify areas of 
improvement for increased accessibility of the differently abled, (v) study various policies, 
standards, guidelines and practices related to universal access in India and globally, (vi) analyze 
differentiated impacts of the project to vulnerable groups in the project site, (vii) assess adequacy 
and appropriateness of the features, functions and/or facilities for providing universal accessibility 
in the current design of the project from the perspective of enhancing mobility of the vulnerable 
groups, (viii) participate in stakeholder consultations with those groups in the project site to 
discuss desirable features, functions and/or facilities in the RRTS to ensure their access, (ix) 
consider applicable international best practices for enhancing universal access to mass rapid 
transit services in similarly dense urban context, (x) propose necessary modifications and/or 
adjustments to the current design of the project for enhancing accessibility,  (xi) formulate pilot 
studies on transit-oriented development approaches for maximum of three stations, (xii) develop 
manuals for introducing urban transport universal access initiatives for urban India, (xiii) oversee 
organizing  workshops, trainings, conferences and/or study visits on universal access initiatives 
in urban mass transit, (ivx) develop a master plan for introducing urban transport universal 
accessibility initiatives and how gender and social inclusion features can be institutionalized for 
urban India and (vix) prepare the reports required in Table 3.  

 
23. Gender analysis expert (International, 2.0 person-months). The expert shall (i) 
analyze differentiated impacts of the project to women in the project site, (ii) assess adequacy 
and appropriateness of the features, functions and/or facilities for providing universal access in 
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the current design of the project from the perspective of enhancing mobility of women, (iii) 
participate in stakeholder consultations with women in the project site to discuss desirable 
features, functions and/or facilities in the RRTS to ensure their access, (iv) consider applicable 
international best practices for enhancing women’s access to mass rapid transit services in 
similarly dense urban context (v) propose further enhancement of these features, functions and/or 
facilities to strengthen women’s access to the RRTS, (vi) assist the NCRTC in incorporating those 
requirements into the engineering design of the project, (vii) assist in developing a manual for 
introducing interoperability and urban transport universal access initiatives for urban India, (viii) 
assist in organizing  a workshop for NCRTC officials for good practice on interoperability and 
universal access initiatives in urban mass transit, (ix) assist in developing awareness training 
manuals on promoting universal access for station operation staff members of the RRTS, (x) 
assist the team leader/urban transport accessibility expert in developing a master plan for 
introducing urban transport universal accessibility initiatives and how gender and social inclusion 
features can be institutionalized for urban India and (xi) assist the team leader/urban transport 
accessibility expert in preparing the reports required in Table 3. 
 
24. Social development expert (International, 3.0 person-months). The expert shall (i) 
review the existing applicable policies, standards, literatures and practices aimed at enhancing 
affordability of urban transport services to the marginalized groups in the NCR, India and globally, 
(ii) conduct consultations with the marginalized groups, NGOs and advocacy groups in the project 
site to assess appropriate measures to enhance accessibility and affordability of the RRTS to 
them, (iii) prepare recommendations to the NCRTC on tools for enhancing and assessing 
accessibility and affordability of the RRTS to the marginalized groups, and (iv) assist the team 
leader/urban transport accessibility expert in preparing the reports required in Table 3.  
 
25. Gender analysis expert (National, 3.3 person-months). The expert shall assist the 
gender analysis expert (international) in (i) conducting a gender assessment in the project site, 
(ii) assessing adequacy and appropriateness of the features, functions and/or facilities for 
providing universal access in the current design of the project from the perspective of enhancing 
mobility of women. S/he shall also (iii) collect information on the applicable policies, standards, 
guidelines and practices related to provision of universal access to urban transport in the NCR 
and, (iv) participate in stakeholder consultations with women in the project site to discuss 
desirable features, functions and/or facilities in the RRTS to ensure their access, (v) propose 
further enhancement of these features, functions and/or facilities to strengthen women’s access 
to the RRTS, (vi) assist in develop manuals for introducing urban transport universal access 
initiatives for urban India, (vii) assist the team leader/urban transport accessibility expert in 
organizing  workshops, trainings, conferences and/or study tours for NCRTC officials on good 
practice on universal access initiatives in urban mass transit, (viii) assist the Urban transport 
accessibility expert in developing a master plan for introducing urban transport universal 
accessibility initiatives and how gender and social inclusion features can be institutionalized for 
urban India and (ix) assist the team leader/urban transport accessibility expert in preparing the 
reports required in Table 3. 
 
26. Community engagement and development expert (National, 1.8 person-months). 
The expert shall assist the Urban transport accessibility expert and the gender analysis experts 
(international and national) in (i) conducting a gender assessment in the project site. S/he shall 
also (ii) lead in organizing stakeholder consultations with women in the project site to discuss 
desirable features, functions and/or facilities in the RRTS to ensure their access and (iii) assist 
the team leader/urban transport accessibility expert in preparing the reports required in Table 3. 
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27. Output 3: Platform for efficient and sustainable project design, implementation and 
management using smart technologies established at NCRTC. (International firm; 33.9 
international and 6 national person-months). 

 
28. Team leader/BIM design manager (International, 8.5 person-months). Team leader 
will provide the overall guidance and supervision of the consulting services. As the BIM design 
manager, the expert shall (i) discuss and agree with the NCRTC on the applicable scope of BIM 
process to the project, (ii) review the existing BIM implementation proposal by the NCRTC and 
propose necessary modifications, (iii) work across discipline to ensure an overall design 
developed through the BIM process fits together and satisfies each discipline’s requirements, (iv) 
advise NCRTC on any necessary modifications to the existing contracts with the consultants and 
contractors of the project for their adoption of the BIM process, (v) assist consultants and 
contractors hired by NCRTC in developing BIM implementation and execution plans for their 
contracts, (vi) assist NCRTC in incorporating BIM related requirements in the bidding documents 
for future procurement of the project, and (vii) organize workshops and/or trainings on BIM 
adoption for NCRTC officials, the project’s consultants and contractors.  

 
29. BIM coordinator (International,  12.0 person-months). The expert shall (i) take 
responsibility for daily coordination and management of BIM models and datasets, (ii) advise 
NCRTC on choice of BIM enabling software or customization and/or modifications of the existing 
software in use by the NCRTC, (iii) provide technical support for maintenance of the software, (iv) 
monitor the BIM implementation process, (v) liaise with consultants and contractors hired by the 
NCRTC for their smooth adoption of the BIM process, (vi) assist the team leader in organizing 
workshops and/or trainings on BIM adoption for the NCRTC officials, the project’s consultants 
and contractors, and (vii) provide other necessary assistance to the team leader for ensuring 
overall quality of the consulting services.  

 
30. BIM modeler (civil works) (International, 1.8 person-months). BIM modeler (civil 
works) shall (i) assist the NCRTC and its consultants and/or contractors in developing and 
managing the detailed design of the civil works component of the project using the BIM process, 
(ii) coordinate with consultants and/or contractors hired by the NCRTC related to the civil work 
component so as to ensure necessary data and information are adequately incorporated into the 
BIM process, such as preliminary concepts, sketches, calculations, specifications etc., (iii) assist 
the NCRTC in incorporating BIM related requirements in the bidding documents for future 
procurement of civil works components of the project, and (iv) assist the team leader in organizing 
workshops and/or trainings on BIM adoption for the NCRTC officials, the project’s consultants 
and contractors.  

 
31. BIM modeler (architecture) (International, 3.8 person-months). BIM modeler 
(architecture) shall (i) assist the NCRTC and its consultants and/or contractors in developing and 
managing the detailed design of the architecture component of the project using the BIM process, 
(ii) coordinate with consultants and/or contractors hired by the NCRTC related to the architecture 
component so as to ensure necessary data and information are adequately incorporated into the 
BIM process such as preliminary concepts, sketches, calculations, specifications etc., (iii) assist 
NCRTC in incorporating BIM related requirements in the bidding documents for future 
procurement of architecture components of the project, and (iv) assist the team leader in 
organizing workshops and/or trainings on BIM adoption for NCRTC officials, the project’s 
consultants and contractors. 

 
32. BIM modeler (electrical and mechanical systems) (International, 1.8 person-
months). BIM modeler (electrical and mechanical systems) shall (i) assist the NCRTC and its 
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consultants and/or contractors in developing and managing the basic design of the electrical and 
mechanical systems component of the project using the BIM process, (ii) coordinate with 
consultants and/or contractors hired by NCRTC related to the electrical and mechanical systems 
component so as to ensure necessary data and information are adequately incorporated into the 
BIM process such as preliminary concepts, sketches, calculations, specifications etc., (iii) assist 
NCRTC in incorporating BIM related requirements in the bidding documents for future 
procurement of the electrical and mechanical systems components of the project, and (iv) assist 
team leader in organizing workshops and/or trainings on BIM adoption for NCRTC officials, the 
project’s consultants and contractors. 

 
33. GIS expert (International, 6.0 person-months). GIS expert shall (i) examine the current 
CORS network in the project site, (ii) advise NCRTC on needs for additional GIS surveys to 
augment the data available through the CORS network, (iii) assist NCRTC in conducting those 
additional surveys using applicable smart technologies.  

 
34. IT expert (National, 6.0 person-months). The expert shall (i) identify features and/or 
functions for a passenger – interfacing mobile applications and/or tools for the RRTS through 
discussion with the NCRTC, (ii) consider incorporating such additional features and/or functions 
as enhancing accessibility of the vulnerable groups including women to the RRTS based on the 
findings from the stakeholder consultations conducted under output 1 of the TRTA, (iii) define 
technical requirements for developing such mobile applications, and (iv) assist NCRTC in 
procuring a contractor for developing, supplying and installing such applications and/or tools. 
 
E. Qualification Requirements 
 
35. Qualification requirements for members of the consultant firms are outlined below. 
 

Table 2: Qualification Requirements for Consultants 

No. Position 
Int’l/ 

National 
Education Working Experience 

Output 1 

1. Team leader/railway 
civil engineering 
expert 

Int’l - Master’s degree 
in civil 
engineering, 
architecture or 
other relevant 
fields 

- No less than 15 years’ 
experience of working in the 
relevant fields (railway planning, 
engineering, and implementing); 

- Having worked in a similar 
position for at least 1 transport 
project in DMCs of ADB. 

 

2. Urban climate change 
expert 

Int’l - Master’s degree 
in environmental 
engineering, 
climate change 
or other relevant 
fields. 

- No less than 15 years’ 
experience of working in the 
relevant fields (climate change - 
related analysis for urban 
transport projects); 

- Having worked in a similar 
position for at least 1 transport 
project in DMCs of ADB. 

3. Clean energy expert Int’l - Master’s degree 
in civil 
engineering, 
mechanical 
engineering, or 

- No less than 15 years’ working 
experience in the relevant field 
of energy supply systems, of 
which 8 years’ should be in 
efficient energy supply, smart 
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No. Position 
Int’l/ 

National 
Education Working Experience 

other relevant 
fields. 

energy technology, renewable 
energy etc.  

- Preferably having worked in a 
similar position for at least 1 
project in DMCs of ADB.  

 

Output 2 

1. Urban transport 
accessibility 
consultant 

Int’l  - Master’s degree 
in social science 
or other related 
fields. 

- No less  than 10 years’ 
experience in the relevant field 
(railway, metro planning, 
engineering, and implementing); 

- Having worked for more than 1 
urban railway or metro project 
involving in a similar position, 
preferably in South Asia.   

 

2. Gender analysis expert  Int’l - Master’s degree 
in social science 
or other related 
fields. 

- No less  than 10 years’ 
experience in conducting 
gender analysis, gender 
planning, and mainstreaming in 
infrastructure projects.  

- Having worked for at least 2 
urban railway or metro project in 
a similar position, preferably in 
South Asia.  

 

3. Social development 
expert (poverty and 
vulnerability) 

Int’l - Master’s degree 
in social science 
or other related 
fields. 

- No less than 10 years’ 
experience in conducting 
poverty and social analysis; 

- Having worked for at least 2 
urban railway or metro projects 
in a similar position in South 
Asia 

4. Gender analysis expert  National - Bachelor’s 
degree in social 
science or other 
related fields. 

- Preferably 
Master’s degree 
in social science 
or other related 
fields. 

- No less  than 5 years’ 
experience in conducting 
gender analysis, gender 
planning, and mainstreaming in 
infrastructure projects.  

- Preferably, having worked for at 
least 1 urban railway or metro 
project in a similar position. 

5. Community 
engagement and 
development expert  

National - Master’s degree 
in social 
science, 
anthropology, 
sociology, or 
related fields.  

- No less  than 10 years’ 
experience of working for 
projects related to social or 
community development and/or 
empowerment, conducting 
social impact assessments 
and/or monitoring social 
safeguard issues in 
infrastructure projects.  
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No. Position 
Int’l/ 

National 
Education Working Experience 

- Experience of having worked on 
transport projects in urban India 
(e.g. metro, suburban railways, 
BRT) in a similar position is a 
strong advantage.  

 

Output 3 

1. Team leader/BIM 
design manager 

Int’l - Bachelor’s 
degree in civil 
engineering, 
architecture, or 
other related 
fields.  

- No less than 8 years’ 
experience of developing large 
scale infrastructure projects 
using BIM, of which at least one 
is a transport project in a similar 
position; 

- Proficiency in and experience of 
using major BIM software such 
as Revit, AutoCAD, Bentley, 
Navisworks; 

- Experience of working on a 
variety of components such as 
architecture, civil work, electrical 
and mechanical systems, etc. 
using BIM process is highly 
desired.  

 

2 BIM coordinator Int’l - Bachelor’s 
degree in civil 
engineering, 
architecture, 
computer 
science, or 
other related 
fields. 

- No less than 8 years’ 
experience of developing large 
scale infrastructure projects 
using BIM, of which at least one 
is a transport project in a similar 
position; 

- Proficiency in and experience of 
using major BIM software such 
as Revit, AutoCAD, Bentley, 
Navisworks; 

- Experience of working on a 
variety of components such as 
architecture, civil work, electrical 
and mechanical systems, etc. 
using BIM process is highly 
desired.  

 

3. BIM modeler (civil 
work) 

Int’l - Bachelor’s 
degree in civil 
engineering, 
computer 
science, or 
other related 
fields. 

- No less than 4 years’ 
experience of working on 
infrastructure projects using 
BIM, of which at least one is a 
transport project in a similar 
position; 

- Proficiency in and experience of 
using major BIM software such 
as Revit, AutoCAD, Bentley, 
Navisworks; 
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No. Position 
Int’l/ 

National 
Education Working Experience 

4. BIM modeler 
(architecture) 

Int’l - Bachelor’s 
degree in civil 
engineering, 
architecture, 
computer 
science, or 
other related 
fields. 

- No less than 4 years’ 
experience of working on 
infrastructure projects using 
BIM, of which at least one is a 
transport project in a similar 
position; 

- Proficiency in and experience of 
using major BIM software such 
as Revit, AutoCAD, Bentley, 
Navisworks; 

 

5. BIM modeler 
(electrical & 
mechanical systems) 

Int’l - Bachelor’s 
degree in 
electrical & 
mechanical 
engineering, 
computer 
science, or 
other related 
fields. 

- No less than 4 years’ 
experience of working on 
infrastructure projects using 
BIM, of which at least one is a 
transport project in a similar 
position; 

- Proficiency in and experience of 
using major BIM software such 
as Revit, AutoCAD, Bentley, 
Navisworks; 

 

6. GIS expert Int’l - Bachelor’s 
degree in GIS or 
related fields. 

- No less than 15 years’ 
experience of GIS surveys 
preferably in transport 
infrastructure projects; 

- Having worked for at least 1 
project in South Asia. 

 

7. IT expert National - Bachelor’s 
degree in 
information 
technology, 
computer 
science or other 
related fields.  

- No less than 8 years’ 
experience of developing 
consumer, end-user interfacing 
mobile tools and/or applications; 

- Experience of having worked on 
mobile tools and/or applications 
for metro passengers is a strong 
advantage. 

 
ADB = Asian Development Bank, BIM = building information modelling, BRT = bus rapid transit, CAD = computer-aided 
design, DMC = developing member country, GIS = geographic information system, Intl’ = international. 
Source: Asian Development Bank and National Capital Region Transport Corporation. 
  

F. Reporting and Outputs  
 
36. The consulting firms will be required to submit the reports in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Reporting Requirements 

No. Deliverables 

Due 
(in weeks from the 

commencement 
date) 

Contentsa 

Output 1 
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No. Deliverables 

Due 
(in weeks from the 

commencement 
date) 

Contentsa 

1. Inception report 2 Approach to the assignment, detailed 
work plan, implementation schedule, 
person-month schedule.  

2. Interim report 12 Key activities (i) to (ii) 

3. Draft final report 32 Key activities (iii) to (vi) 

4. Final report 40 All key activities 

Output 2 

1. Inception report 3 Approach to the assignment, detailed 
work plan, implementation schedule, 
person-month schedule.  

2. Progress report 
No.1 

20 Key activities (i) to (vii) 

3. Progress report No. 
2 

40 Key activities (viii) to (xii) 

4. Master plan  48 Key activity (xvii) 

5. A conference report 56 Key activity (xviii) 

6. Awareness training 
manuals 

56 Key activity (xx) 

7. Draft final report  64 Key activities (xiii) to (xvi) 

8. Final report 72 All the key activities 

Output 3 

1. Inception report 3 Approach to the assignment, detailed 
work plan, implementation schedule, 
person-month schedule.  

2. Progress report 1 20 Key activities (i) to (iii) 

3. Progress report 2 40 Key activities (iv) to (vi) 

5. Draft final report 56 Key activities (vii) to (x) 

6. Final report 72 All the key activities 
a The key activities correspond to those in the paras. 12 to 14. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 




